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The	flavour	puzzle	
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Why	study	flavour?	

-  3	generaMons	
-  Large	hierarchy	of	masses	
-  ν	mass	
-  Origin	of	different	mass	

matrices	

ConnecMon	between	
flavour	puzzle	and	
electroweak	hierarchy.	

t,	b,	τ connected	to	Higgs	
sector.

CKM	PMNS	



Key	open	quesMons	
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MaYer																AnMmaYer				

Dark	maYer																																Baryon	asymmetry	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
																																															New	sources	of	CP	violaMon?	
					
New	Physics	must	exist	è	what	is	the	energy	scale?	



Energy	scale	
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Standard	Model	low-energy	effecMve	theory:	
	
	
	

New	Physics	can	have	a	big	impact	even	if	Λ >> ν. Also	more	
visible	in	FCNC	due	to	extra	loop	factors:
          

	
	

246 GeV. According to such an assumption of heavy NP, the amplitudes describing a flavour changing
transition of a fermion  i to a fermion  j can be cast into the following general form

A( i !  j + X) = A0

✓
cSM

v2 +
cNP

⇤2

◆
. (1)

Since in many cases cSM ⌧ 1, NP effects can have a large impact even if ⇤ � v. For instance, in the
quark sector the reason that often cSM ⌧ 1 stems from the facts that:

(i) cSM can be proportional to small entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and/or
to small SM Yukawa couplings;

(ii) cSM may include a loop factor 1/(16⇡2), if the corresponding transition is forbidden at tree level,
as is the case for flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC) transitions or meson-antimeson mixing
transitions.

As a result, these low-energy processes can probe indirectly, via quantum effects, scales of order v/
p

cSM.
These can easily exceed those directly reachable via production of on-shell states in current and planned
accelerators. As an explicit example, in the case of B – B̄ mixing, p

cSM ⇠ |Vtd|/(4⇡) ⇠ 10�3, hence
this observable can probe NP scales up to 103 TeV in models with cNP ⇠ 1.

The precise values of the NP scale probed at present vary over a wide range, depending on the
specific observable and the specific NP model (cNP can span a large range, too). However, the form of
Eq. (1) does allow us to predict how the bounds will improve with increasing datasets. For the observ-
ables that are SM dominated, are already observed, and whose uncertainties are dominated by statistics,
the corresponding bound on ⇤ scales as N1/4, where N is the relative increase in the number of events.
The same scaling occurs for forbidden or highly suppressed SM processes, i.e., in the limit cSM ⌧ cNP,
if the search is not background dominated. Thus, with two orders of magnitude increase in statistics
one can probe scales roughly 3 times higher than at present. This is well above the increase in NP scale
probed in on-shell heavy particle searches at high-pT that can be achieved at fixed collider energy by a
similar increase in statistics.

While theoretical uncertainties are often important, there are enough measurements which are
known not to be limited by theoretical uncertainties. Improved experimental results will therefore di-
rectly translate to better NP sensitivity. There are also several cases of observables sensitive to NP where
the theoretical uncertainties are mainly of parametric nature (e.g., our ability to precisely compute cSM

is dominated by the knowledge of CKM elements, quark masses, etc.). For such cases, we can expect
significant increase in precision with higher statistics thanks to the improvement in the reduction of para-
metric uncertainties. This also highlights the importance of a broad flavour physics programme where
the focus is not only on rare or CP violating processes “most likely” affected by NP but also on core SM
measurements which help to reduce the theoretical uncertainties.

1.1.3 Current anomalies and historical comments
Due to the generic sensitivity to high scales, flavour physics has historically played a major role in
developing and understanding the Standard Model. Flavour physics measurements signalled the presence
of “new” particles well before these were directly observed (this was the case for charm and top quarks
from KL ! µ+µ� decays and K-meson mixing, and from B-meson mixing, respectively). With the
completion of the SM, and the increasingly precise tests that the SM predictions have successfully passed,
one may draw the naive conclusion that the discovery potential of precision experiments has declined in
the last decades. However, the opposite is true. First of all, a qualitative change in our understanding
has been achieved during that time. Before the asymmetric B factory experiments, BaBar and Belle, it
was not known whether the SM accounted for the dominant or just a small part of CP violation observed
in kaon mixing. We now know that the bulk of it is due to the SM Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism.
However, even after decades of progress, for most FCNC amplitudes the NP is still allowed to contribute
at ⇠ 20% of the SM contribution.
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NP	Couplings	

NP	scale	Electroweak	scale	
v = 2GF( )

−1 2
≈ 246 GeV

CSM =
Vtd
2

16π 2 ~10
−6 Λ2

CNP

~ 103 TeV( )
2

Full	discussion	of	theory,	
please	see	talk	by	
Svjetlana	Fajfer	



Key	experiments	(pre-LHC)	
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Discovery	of	CPV	in	Bd	system	
Established	the	CKM	mechanism	

Bs	mixing,	discovery	of	top,	Bc,	φs	
Demonstrated	capabiliMes	of	hadron	
colliders	

1999-2008	
433	c-1	@	Υ(4s)	

1999-2010	
711	c-1	@	Υ(4s)	

2001-2011	(Run	II)	
~10	c-1	pp	√s=1.96	TeV	

e+e- pp



Key	experiments	(LHC)	

Precision	measurements	of	CKM	parameters;	
Search	for	New	Physics	in	CP-violaMng	phases	and	rare	decays;	
Broad	physics	programme	(EW	physics,	heavy	ions	etc).	
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LHC	Luminosity	

Total	integrated	luminosity	(Run	1	&	2)	
	LHCb												9	c-1	

	ATLAS						139	c-1	

	CMS									178	c-1	
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A	decade	of	work	from	the	flavour	community	
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Encapsulated	in	the	“The”	Unitarity	Triangle	

2 Testing the CKM unitarity and related observables
Authors (TH): Jérôme Charles, Marco Ciuchini, Olivier Deschamps, Sébastien Descotes-Genon, Luca Silvestrini,
Vincenzo Vagnoni.

In the SM, the weak charged-current transitions mix quarks of different generations, which is en-
coded in the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [23, 24]. The SM does not predict the
values of the weak flavour-couplings, and so all matrix elements must be measured experimentally. How-
ever, the unitary nature of the CKM matrix, and the assumptions of the SM, impose relations between
the elements that are often expressed graphically in the complex plane as the so-called unitarity triangle.
Overconstraining the apex of this unitarity triangle from tree- and loop-level quark mixing processes is
therefore a powerful way to probe for virtual BSM effects at mass scales complementary or superior to
those which can be directly searched for at the HL-LHC. As we shall see below, in many cases such
indirect probes of BSM physics will not be limited by either experimental or theoretical systematics in
the HL-LHC era.

2.1 Structure of the CKM matrix
The part of the SM Lagrangian which is relevant for describing quark mixing is

L
W

± = � gp
2

(VCKM)ij

�
ui�

µ (1��
5

)
2 dj

�
W+

µ + h.c., (2)

where g is the electroweak coupling constant, and VCKM the unitary CKM matrix,

VCKM =

0

@
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1

A . (3)

The CKM matrix induces flavour-changing transitions inside and between generations in the charged
currents at tree level (W± interaction). By contrast, there are no flavour-changing transitions in the
neutral currents at tree level.

Experimentally, a strong hierarchy is observed among the CKM matrix elements: transitions
within the same generation are characterised by VCKM elements of O(1), whereas there is a suppres-
sion of O(10�1) between 1st and 2nd generations, O(10�2) between 2nd and 3rd and O(10�3) between
1st and 3rd. This hierarchy is expressed by defining the four phase convention–independent quantities,

�2 =
|Vus|2

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2
, A2�4 =

|Vcb|2

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2
, ⇢̄ + i⌘̄ = �VudV

⇤
ub

VcdV
⇤
cb

. (4)

The four independent quantities, �, A, ⇢̄, ⌘̄, fully determine the CKM matrix in the SM.
The CKM matrix can be expanded in powers of the small parameter � (which corresponds to the

Cabibbo parameter sin ✓C ' 0.22) [25] by exploiting the unitarity of VCKM. This expansion yields the
following parametrisation, valid up to O

�
�6�,

VCKM =

0

@
1 � 1

2�2 � 1
8�4 � A�3 (⇢̄ � i⌘̄)

�� + 1
2A2�5 [1 � 2(⇢̄ + i⌘̄)] 1 � 1

2�2 � 1
8�4(1 + 4A2) A�2

A�3 [1 � (⇢̄ + i⌘̄)] � A�2 + 1
2A�4 [1 � 2(⇢̄ + i⌘̄)] 1 � 1

2A2�4

1

A .

(5)
The CKM matrix is complex, i.e., it contains a phase that cannot be rotated away, if ⌘̄ 6= 0. Furthermore,
CP is violated, if and only if ⌘̄ differs from zero.

Orthogonality relations can be written involving two columns or two rows of the unitary CKM
matrix, and they can be represented as triangles in the complex plane. It is standard to focus on the
following orthogonality relation,

VudV
⇤
ub + VcdV

⇤
cb + VtdV

⇤
tb = 0, (6)
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Charge Parity Violation in the B-meson System 17

(a) The triangle (db).

(b) The triangle (ut).

Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle representations of the conditions (ds) and (ut). The
complex side lengths are expressed in terms of VCKM elements and �.
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(a) The triangle (db).

(b) The triangle (ut).

Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle representations of the conditions (ds) and (ut). The
complex side lengths are expressed in terms of VCKM elements and �.

Fig. 2: The standard CKM unitarity triangle. The parameters ⇢ and ⌘ are defined as ⇢ + i⌘ =
�
⇢̄ +

i⌘̄
��

1 � �2/2 + O(�4)
�
, with ⇢̄, ⌘̄ defined in (4).

as the three products of CKM elements are of similar size, O(�3). Fig. 2 shows the standard unitarity
triangle (UT), obtained from Eq. (6) by rescaling the three terms in the orthogonality relation by VcdV

⇤
cb.

The apex of the UT is at (⇢̄, ⌘̄), while the angles are related to the CKM matrix elements as

↵ = arg

✓
� VtdV

⇤
tb

VudV
⇤
ub

◆
, � = arg

✓
�VcdV

⇤
cb

VtdV
⇤
tb

◆
, � ⌘ arg

✓
�VudV

⇤
ub

VcdV
⇤
cb

◆
. (7)

2.2 Current status of the constraints
2.2.1 |V

ud

|, |V
us

|, |V
cd

|, |V
cs

|
Accurate constraints on the first and second rows and columns of the CKM matrix come from leptonic
decays, ⇡ ! e⌫, K ! e⌫, K ! µ⌫, ⌧ ! ⇡⌫⌧ , ⌧ ! K⌫⌧ , D ! µ⌫, Ds ! µ⌫, and from semileptonic
decays, K ! ⇡e⌫, D ! ⇡e⌫, Ds ! Ke⌫. The extraction of CKM matrix elements requires knowledge
of hadronic inputs (decay constants for the leptonic decays, normalisations of the form factors at q2 = 0
for the semileptonic decays) and electromagnetic/isospin corrections when available (i.e., for kaon and
pion decays) [26]. Another prominent input for the |Vud| determination comes from the consideration
of the superallowed � decays of 20 different nuclei [27–29], which provides a very accurate constraint
on |Vud|. There are also other constraints, but less powerful due to experimental uncertainties and/or
theoretical systematics that are difficult to assess.

2.2.2 |V
cb

| and |V
ub

|
Tree-level semileptonic decays of beauty mesons and baryons allow for the extraction of |Vcb| and |Vub|.
The current determination is dominated by the B-factories data on B decays and by the measurement
of |Vub|/|Vcb| from baryonic decays at LHCb. For B decays, both inclusive and exclusive semileptonic
decays have been used to extract |Vcb| and |Vub|. The two approaches have different sources of theoret-
ical uncertainties: inclusive analyses rely on quark-hadron duality, involve hadronic matrix elements in
subleading powers of the heavy quark expansion and, for |Vub|, on additional hadronic quantities called
shape functions; exclusive analyses require the knowledge of the relevant form factors over the entire
kinematic range, a very difficult task for lattice QCD. Currently, the HFLAV averages for inclusive and
exclusive determinations of |Vcb| and |Vub| disagree at the 3� level. While recently the choice of the
parameterization of the form factor dependence on the recoil for B ! D⇤ decays has been shown to
have a large impact on the extracted value of |Vcb| [30–32], the situation is still rather unclear.

21

VudVub
* +VcdVcb

* +VtdVtb
* = 0



LHCb	achievements	
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6	core	measurements	idenMfied	in	

LH
C

b-
PU

B-
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20
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20
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LHCb-PUB-2009-029
16 February 2010

Roadmap for selected key
measurements of LHCb

The LHCb Collaboration1

Abstract

Six of the key physics measurements that will be made by the LHCb experiment, concern-
ing CP asymmetries and rare B decays, are discussed in detail. The “road map” towards
the precision measurements is presented, including the use of control channels and other
techniques to understand the performance of the detector with the first data from the
LHC.

1Authors are listed on the following pages.

...	as	well	as	the	unexpected	...	

LHCb-PUB-2009-029	

CP	phase	γ

Discovery	of	Bs→	µ+µ-		

CPV	phase	φs in	Bs	decays	

Angular	analysis	of	EW	
rare	Bd→K*µ+µ-	decays	

CPV in	Bs	decays	

RadiaMve	Bs→φγ	decays	

LHCb-CONF-2018-002,	PRL	108	101803,	PRL	110	221601,		
PRL	118	191801,	JHEP	02	(2016)	104,	PRL	118	021801	



Discovery	of	CP	violaMon	in	Charm	

xx	
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PRL	122	(2019)	211803	

ΔACP = A K +K −( )− A π +π −( )
= −15.4± 2.9( )×10−4

A =
N D→ f( )− N D→ f( )
N D→ f( )+ N D→ f( )

= ACP + AD + AP
44M	 13M	

D*+	→D0	π+
s

5.3σ

Many	decades	of	searching	for	
CPV	in	charm	decays….	
	

Measurement	of	the	asymmetry	
in	D0	→K+K-	and	D0	→π+π-	decays		
	
	

detecMon	asymmetry		
(e.g.	for	slow	pion	tag)	

producMon	asymmetry	
(e.g.	for	D*+	&	D*-)	
	



CP	ViolaMon	in	Charm	
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Using	charm	mixing	and	CPV	constraints	from	all	experiments		
	 HFLAV	

ΔaCP
dir = −16.4± 2.8( )×10−4

aCP
ind = 2.8± 2.6( )×10−4

5.4σ observaMon	of	direct	CPV	in	
charm	decays	

Opens	a	new	era	of	CPV	studies	with	up-type	quarks.			

Theory	community	(inevitably)	
divided	on	consistency	with	SM	
and	potenMal	for	NP,		
e.g.	compare	
	
with	
Chala,	Lenz,	Rusoz,	Scholtz	arXiv:	1903.10490	

Grossman	and	Schacht	arXiv:	1903.10952	



Discovery	of	pentaquarks	
Pentaquarks	were	discovered	by	LHCb	in	2015	(Run	1)	and	updated	
with	Run	2	data	&	improved	selecMon.	
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Molecular	pentaquarks	with	meson-
baryon	substructure	favoured	
e.g.	

	

PRL	115	(2015)	072001	
PRL	122	(2019)	222001	

Full	amplitude	analysis	of																										decays	Λb → J ψ pK −

Resolve	2	peaks	around	4450	MeV.		
New	peak	at	4312	MeV.	

7.3σ 5.4σ
Wang	et	al;	pRC	84	(2011)	015203,		
Zhang	et	al;	CPC	36	(2012)	6	
Wu	et	al;	PRC	85	(2012)	044002	



ATLAS	&	CMS	
ATLAS	&	CMS	have	collected	large	datasets	with	µµ	triggers	allowing	
measurements	of	e.g.	Bd→K*µµ,	Bs→µµ,	φs	

24/09/19	 UK	HEP	Forum:	What	do	the	next	10	years	have	in	store?	 13	

LHC	ideal	place	to	do	flavour	physics	



Future	Schedule	
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1 Executive summary

1.1 Overview

2021	 2022	 2023	 2024	 2025	 2026	 2027	 2028	 2029	 2030	 2031	 …	

LHC	

Upgrade	Ia	 Upgrade	Ib	 Upgrade	II	

Run	3	 LS3	 LS4	

HL-LHC	 Run	4	 Run	5	LS3	 LS4	

Figure 1.1: Timeline of accelerator and experiment operations over the decade 2021 to 2031. The periods
of operations of the LHC and HL-LHC are indicated and the long shutdowns (LS). The LHCb operational
periods are shown with gaps where the detector consolidation and upgrades discussed in this document
occur. The running period of Belle II, the other major international flavour-physics facility, is also shown.

It is widely recognised in the particle physics community that the complementary approaches
of the energy and intensity frontier must both be utilised in the search for physics beyond the
Standard Model. The European Strategy for Particle Physics in 2013 emphasised the need for
flavour physics as a key element of the programme. The LHCb experiment has demonstrated
emphatically that the LHC is an ideal laboratory for quark-flavour physics.

The LHCb Upgrade II programme [1] aims to make full use of the capabilities of a forward
acceptance detector during the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) operational period. Foremost
in the physics programme, are the possibilities of the experiment in its core areas of CP violation
and rare decays in flavour physics. Two chapters of the document are also dedicated to its
capabilities in forward and high-pT physics and in spectroscopy. Opportunities in other areas of
physics are described in an appendix.

The timeline of operations and major shutdowns of the LHC, HL-LHC, LHCb and Belle II
are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The LHCb Upgrade I is currently under construction and will start
data taking in 2021 after LHC Long Shutdown 2 (LS2). LHCb Upgrade II will be installed
during LS4, with operations beginning in LHC Run 5 which is scheduled to start in 2031. This
Upgrade II experiment will operate at instantaneous luminosities of up to 2 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 s�1, an
order of magnitude above Upgrade I. LHCb will accumulate a data sample corresponding to
a minimum of 300 fb�1. New attributes, installed in LS3 and LS4, will enhance the detector’s
capabilities to a wider range of physics signatures.

Consolidation of the LHCb Upgrade I detector is required during LS3. Preparatory work for
Upgrade II will be performed at this time making best use of the extended shutdown period.
These changes are known as Upgrade Ib. LHCb will continue data taking at an instantaneous
luminosity of 2 ⇥ 1033 cm�2 s�1 until LS4.

The HL-LHC starts operations after LS3. It is expected that the Belle II experiment [2] will

1

Belle	II	 Belle	III?	



SuperKEKB	
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First	physics	run	with	full	Belle	II	detector	
Mar-Jun	2019									Int.	lumi	=	6.5	c-1	

Aim									2026									60	ab-1	

	

VerMcal	beam	size	
50	nm	at	IP	

Belle	recorded	1000	c-1	



Belle	II	
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electrons		(7	GeV)	

positrons	(4	GeV)	

KLong	and	muon	detector:	
ResisMve	Plate	Chambers	(barrel	outer	layers)	
ScinMllator	+	WLSF	+	SiPM’s	(end-caps	,	inner	
2	barrel	layers)	

ParMcle	IdenMficaMon		
TOP	detector	system	(barrel)	
Prox.	focusing	Aerogel	RICH	(fwd)	

Central	Driy	Chamber	
He(50%):C2H6(50%),	small	cells,	long	
lever	arm,		fast	electronics	(Core	
element)	

EM	Calorimeter:	
CsI(Tl),	waveform	sampling	(barrel+	endcap)	

Vertex	Detector	
2	layers	DEPFET	+	4	layers	DSSD	

Beryllium	beam	pipe	
2cm	diameter	

From	T.E.Browder,	Lepton-Photon	2019	
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B-→D0K-

Bd→J/ψKS	

Bd→K*γ	

From	T.E.Browder,	Lepton-Photon	2019	



Future	Schedule	

Upgrade	I			
2021-2029						
																																																																										
Upgrade	II													
2031-2038(?)	
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1 Executive summary

1.1 Overview

2021	 2022	 2023	 2024	 2025	 2026	 2027	 2028	 2029	 2030	 2031	 …	

LHC	

Upgrade	Ia	 Upgrade	Ib	 Upgrade	II	

Run	3	 LS3	 LS4	

HL-LHC	 Run	4	 Run	5	LS3	 LS4	

Figure 1.1: Timeline of accelerator and experiment operations over the decade 2021 to 2031. The periods
of operations of the LHC and HL-LHC are indicated and the long shutdowns (LS). The LHCb operational
periods are shown with gaps where the detector consolidation and upgrades discussed in this document
occur. The running period of Belle II, the other major international flavour-physics facility, is also shown.

It is widely recognised in the particle physics community that the complementary approaches
of the energy and intensity frontier must both be utilised in the search for physics beyond the
Standard Model. The European Strategy for Particle Physics in 2013 emphasised the need for
flavour physics as a key element of the programme. The LHCb experiment has demonstrated
emphatically that the LHC is an ideal laboratory for quark-flavour physics.

The LHCb Upgrade II programme [1] aims to make full use of the capabilities of a forward
acceptance detector during the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) operational period. Foremost
in the physics programme, are the possibilities of the experiment in its core areas of CP violation
and rare decays in flavour physics. Two chapters of the document are also dedicated to its
capabilities in forward and high-pT physics and in spectroscopy. Opportunities in other areas of
physics are described in an appendix.

The timeline of operations and major shutdowns of the LHC, HL-LHC, LHCb and Belle II
are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The LHCb Upgrade I is currently under construction and will start
data taking in 2021 after LHC Long Shutdown 2 (LS2). LHCb Upgrade II will be installed
during LS4, with operations beginning in LHC Run 5 which is scheduled to start in 2031. This
Upgrade II experiment will operate at instantaneous luminosities of up to 2 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 s�1, an
order of magnitude above Upgrade I. LHCb will accumulate a data sample corresponding to
a minimum of 300 fb�1. New attributes, installed in LS3 and LS4, will enhance the detector’s
capabilities to a wider range of physics signatures.

Consolidation of the LHCb Upgrade I detector is required during LS3. Preparatory work for
Upgrade II will be performed at this time making best use of the extended shutdown period.
These changes are known as Upgrade Ib. LHCb will continue data taking at an instantaneous
luminosity of 2 ⇥ 1033 cm�2 s�1 until LS4.

The HL-LHC starts operations after LS3. It is expected that the Belle II experiment [2] will

1

All	sub-detectors	read	out	at	40MHz	
New	detector	(90%)	
Full	soyware	trigger	with	real-Mme	analysis	

OpportuniMes	for																																	
innovaMve	detector																									
development	

Belle	II	 Belle	III?	



LHCb	Upgrade	I	
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New	PIXEL	
vertex	detector	
(VELO)	

New	RICH	mechanics,	
opMcs	and	
photodetectors	

New	scinMllaMng	fibre	
tracker	(SciFi)	

New	silicon	upstream	
tracker	(UT)	

New	electronics	for	muon	and	
calorimeter	systems	

2021-2029	



LHCb	Upgrade	II	
x	
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VELO	
Pixels	with	
Timing	

Inner/Middle/
Outer	Tracker	
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Figure 2.1: Luminosity projections for the original LHCb, Upgrade I, and Upgrade II experiments as
a function of time. The red points and the left scale indicate the anticipated instantaneous luminosity
during each period, with the blue line and right scale indicating the integrated luminosity accumulated.

Figure 2.2: Schematic side-view of the Upgrade II detector.

for the experiment as a function of time is shown in Fig. 2.1 and a diagram of the proposed
detector design in Fig. 2.2.

The data sample collected by the end of the HL-LHC period will be more than a factor
thirteen higher than that collected in the pre-HL-LHC period, and at least a factor six higher
than that at the end of Run 4. This will lead to remarkable improvements in precision in the

6

Current										Upgrade	I											Upgrade	II	
2035		
300	c-1	

2025				
23	c-1	

						

2029				
50	c-1	

		



Bd	CPV	phase	–	sin2β
CPV	due	to	the	interference	of	the	Bd	mixing	and	tree	diagrams.
Golden	mode																								+	other	charmonium 			 		 																																																																
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Bd → J ψKs
0

aCP (t) ≡
Γ B0 (t)→ J ψKs

0( )− Γ B0 (t)→ J ψKs
0( )

Γ B0 (t)→ J ψKs
0( )+Γ B0 (t)→ J ψKs

0( )
= sin2β sin Δmt( )

Measure	the	Mme-dependent	
asymmetry	
	
	
	
	

sin2β	in	SM	is	expected	to	arise	from	
CPV	in	B0	mixing.	

NP	could	mean	that	sin2βmeas ≠ sin2βSM	
	

sin	2β	now	known	to	3%,	with	significant	improvements	expected	in	next	10	years	



Bd	CPV	phase	–	sin2β
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3c-1	
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σ 
(sin2β)

current	 0.03	
23	c-1	 0.011	
50	c-1	 0.006	
50	ab-1	 0.005	
300	c-1	 <0.003	
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Figure 3.4: Signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0
(s) decay time, (N
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0
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B

0
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Here, N
B

0
(s)

(N
B

0
(s)

) is the number of (left) B0
s

! J/ � or (right) B0 ! J/ K0
S decays with a B0

(s) (B0
(s))

flavour tag. The data points are obtained from simulation with the expected sample size at 300 fb�1, and
assuming the current performance of the LHCb experiment. The solid curves represents the expected
asymmetries for �cc̄s

s

= �36.4mrad [43] and sin�cc̄s
d

= 0.731 [53]), the values used in the simulation.
The height of the oscillation is diluted from sin�cc̄s

d(s) due to mistagging, decay time resolution, and (for

B0
s

! J/ �) the mixture of CP -even and CP -odd components in the final state.

and B0
s !  (2S)� [50] modes have also been studied with LHCb, and give less precise but

still important complementary results. Other channels, which have not been exploited yet but
could be important in Upgrade II if good calorimeter performance can be achieved, include
B0

s ! J/ � with J/ ! e+e� and B0
s ! J/ ⌘(0) with ⌘0 ! ⇢0� or ⌘⇡+⇡�, and ⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 or

�� [51, 52].
The scaling of the �cc̄s

s precision with integrated luminosity for individual decay modes
and for their combination is shown in Fig. 3.3 (right). These uncertainties are statistical only
and are scaled from existing results, taking into account the gain in trigger e�ciency expected
for B0

s ! D+
s D�

s after Upgrade I. Maintaining the current performance will put stringent
constraints on the design of the detector as regards momentum and vertex position resolution as
well as particle identification performance. A key ingredient is the flavour tagging that is very
sensitive to event and track multiplicity, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. Systematic uncertainties are
mainly based on the sizes of control samples, and are therefore expected to remain subdominant
even with very large samples. Therefore, it is expected that the small value of �2�s predicted in
the SM can be measured to be significantly non-zero in several channels.

The expected precision on �cc̄s
s after Upgrade II will be ⇠ 4mrad from B0

s ! J/ � decays
alone and ⇠ 3mrad from all modes combined. This will be at the same level as the current
precision on the indirect determination based on the CKM fit using tree-level measurements
(this in turn is expected to improve with better measurements of other CKM matrix parameters).
Figure 3.4(left) shows the signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0

s decay time, folded at
the frequency of B0

s oscillations, for B0
s ! J/ � decays from a simulated data set corresponding

to 300 fb�1, and clearly shows that a visible CP -violation e↵ect will be observable. The excellent
precision on �cc̄s

s that can be achieved with Upgrade II gives exciting potential to observe
deviations from the SM prediction, and in their absence will be used to impose severe constraints
on possible beyond-the-SM contributions.
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LHCb	&	Belle	II	measurements	highly	complementary	with	different								
experimental	systemaMcs.	Future	measurements	of	sin2β	will	also	
•  Control	penguin	contribuMons	using																							and												 									decays	
•  Account	for	CPV	in	K0	mixing		and	nuclear	cross-secMon	asymmetry	
•  Other	decays	modes	e.g.		

Bs → J ψKs
0 Bd → J ψπ 0

Belle	II	

Bd →D0π +π −



Measure	from	interference	of	b→c	and	b→u	tree-level	B→DK	decays.	
Small	theoreMcal	uncertainty	Δγ/γ	≤	10-7.	

At	LHC	turn-on,	experiment	uncertainty	on γ was	>20o.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	
Current	status	dominated	by	LHCb	
global	average	
	
	
	

Result	can	be	compared	to	indirect	
value	extracted	from	global	fit	to	
other	CKM	parameters:	
	
	
	
CompaMble,	albeit	with	~2σ	tension	
	
	

CP	phase	γ
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LHCb-CONF-2018-002	

γ = 71.1−5.3
+4.6( )

!

γ = 65.6−3.4
+1.0( )

!
CKM	FiYer	2018	

HFLAV	



CP	phase	γ
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σ (γ) deg.
current	 4	
23	0-1	 1.5	
50	ab-1	 1.5	
50	0-1	 <	1	

300	0-1	 ~	0.4	

Belle	II	

rB =
Ab→u

Ab→c

Precision	staMsMcally	dominated,	incl.	strong	phase	inputs	from	CLEOc	&	BESIII.		

Improvements	will	include:	knowledge	of	distribuMon	of	D	decays	over	Dalitz	
plane;	D0	mixing;	and	new	B	&	D	decay	modes,	e.g.	with	π0.	

Comparison	with	penguin-dominated	decays.	
	
	
	

GLW/ADS:	CP	eigenstate	K+K-/π+π-	(GLW)	
or	flavour-specific	K+π-/K-π+ (ADS)	

D0	final	states:	GGSZ:	mulM-body	e.g.	K0s	π+π-	



|Vub|	and	|Vcb|	
|Vub|	and	|Vcb|extracted	from	tree-level	semi-leptonic	inclusive	and	
exclusive	b→cℓν and	b→uℓν decays.	

LHCb	|Vub/Vcb|	from																							decays	&	precise	La�ce	QCD	
calculaMons.	
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Λb → pµ−ν µ

Nature	Physics	10	(2015)	1038	
Detmold	et	al,	PRD	92	(2015)	034503	

HFLAV	
|Vub|	and	|Vcb|	inclusive	vs	
exclusive	disagree	by	3σ	



|Vub|	and	|Vcb|	
|Vub|	and	|Vcb|extracted	from	tree-level	semi-leptonic	inclusive	and	
exclusive	b→cℓν and	b→uℓν decays.	

LHCb	|Vub/Vcb|	from																							decays	&	precise	La�ce	QCD	
calculaMons.	
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σ(|Vub|/|Vcb|)
current	 6%	
23	0-1	 3%	
50	0-1	

50	ab-1	 1%	
300	0-1	 <1%	

Belle	II	

Λb → pµ−ν µ

Nature	Physics	10	(2015)	1038	
Detmold	et	al,	PRD	92	(2015)	034503	

Future	will	benefit	from	increased	staMsMcs,	Bs	&	Bc	decay	modes	and	La�ce	
QCD.	



Unitarity	triangle	
x	
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		2019	
		



Unitarity	triangle	
x	
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		2019	
		

2035	
300	c-1	

		 only	



R(D)	and	R(D*)	
Tree-level	semi-leptonic	B	decays	also	used	to	test	lepton	universality	
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R D *( )( ) =
B B→D *( )τ +ντ( )
B B→D *( )µ+νµ( )

HFLAV	claim	a	discrepancy	
with	SM	of	3.1σ

R J ψ( ) =
B Bc

+ → J ψτ +ντ( )
B Bc

+ → J ψµ+νµ( )
= 0.71± 0.17± 0.18

246 GeV. According to such an assumption of heavy NP, the amplitudes describing a flavour changing
transition of a fermion  i to a fermion  j can be cast into the following general form

A( i !  j + X) = A0

✓
cSM

v2 +
cNP

⇤2

◆
. (1)

Since in many cases cSM ⌧ 1, NP effects can have a large impact even if ⇤ � v. For instance, in the
quark sector the reason that often cSM ⌧ 1 stems from the facts that:

(i) cSM can be proportional to small entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and/or
to small SM Yukawa couplings;

(ii) cSM may include a loop factor 1/(16⇡2), if the corresponding transition is forbidden at tree level,
as is the case for flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC) transitions or meson-antimeson mixing
transitions.

As a result, these low-energy processes can probe indirectly, via quantum effects, scales of order v/
p

cSM.
These can easily exceed those directly reachable via production of on-shell states in current and planned
accelerators. As an explicit example, in the case of B – B̄ mixing, p

cSM ⇠ |Vtd|/(4⇡) ⇠ 10�3, hence
this observable can probe NP scales up to 103 TeV in models with cNP ⇠ 1.

The precise values of the NP scale probed at present vary over a wide range, depending on the
specific observable and the specific NP model (cNP can span a large range, too). However, the form of
Eq. (1) does allow us to predict how the bounds will improve with increasing datasets. For the observ-
ables that are SM dominated, are already observed, and whose uncertainties are dominated by statistics,
the corresponding bound on ⇤ scales as N1/4, where N is the relative increase in the number of events.
The same scaling occurs for forbidden or highly suppressed SM processes, i.e., in the limit cSM ⌧ cNP,
if the search is not background dominated. Thus, with two orders of magnitude increase in statistics
one can probe scales roughly 3 times higher than at present. This is well above the increase in NP scale
probed in on-shell heavy particle searches at high-pT that can be achieved at fixed collider energy by a
similar increase in statistics.

While theoretical uncertainties are often important, there are enough measurements which are
known not to be limited by theoretical uncertainties. Improved experimental results will therefore di-
rectly translate to better NP sensitivity. There are also several cases of observables sensitive to NP where
the theoretical uncertainties are mainly of parametric nature (e.g., our ability to precisely compute cSM

is dominated by the knowledge of CKM elements, quark masses, etc.). For such cases, we can expect
significant increase in precision with higher statistics thanks to the improvement in the reduction of para-
metric uncertainties. This also highlights the importance of a broad flavour physics programme where
the focus is not only on rare or CP violating processes “most likely” affected by NP but also on core SM
measurements which help to reduce the theoretical uncertainties.

1.1.3 Current anomalies and historical comments
Due to the generic sensitivity to high scales, flavour physics has historically played a major role in
developing and understanding the Standard Model. Flavour physics measurements signalled the presence
of “new” particles well before these were directly observed (this was the case for charm and top quarks
from KL ! µ+µ� decays and K-meson mixing, and from B-meson mixing, respectively). With the
completion of the SM, and the increasingly precise tests that the SM predictions have successfully passed,
one may draw the naive conclusion that the discovery potential of precision experiments has declined in
the last decades. However, the opposite is true. First of all, a qualitative change in our understanding
has been achieved during that time. Before the asymmetric B factory experiments, BaBar and Belle, it
was not known whether the SM accounted for the dominant or just a small part of CP violation observed
in kaon mixing. We now know that the bulk of it is due to the SM Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism.
However, even after decades of progress, for most FCNC amplitudes the NP is still allowed to contribute
at ⇠ 20% of the SM contribution.
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CSM ≈Vcb
Λ2

CNP

~ 3 TeV( )2
Future:	more	observables	
and	full	angular	analysis.	

PRL	120	(2018)	121801		



Bs	CPV	phase	–	φs	
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CPV	due	to	the	interference	of	the	B0	mixing	and	tree	diagrams.
Golden	mode																								 			 		 																																																																					Bs

0 → J ψφ

CP Violating Phase !s

2

Interference of mixing & decay:

" CPV phase

Standard Model:

+ small penguin 

pollution

Possible New Physics contribution:  

NP ?

Precise Standard Model prediction:

€ 

φs = φM + 2φD
φM
SM = −2βs; φD

SM ≈ 0

VusVub
* +VcsVcb

* +VtsVtb
* = 0

The	Bs	Unitarity	Triangle	

φs = −55± 21( )mrad
HFLAV	

Hint	of	a	non-zero	value	- will	be	interesMng	with	full	Run	2	data	set	
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CPV	due	to	the	interference	of	the	B0	mixing	and	tree	diagrams.
Golden	mode																								 			 		 																																																																					Bs

0 → J ψφ

CP Violating Phase !s
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Interference of mixing & decay:

" CPV phase

Standard Model:

+ small penguin 

pollution

Possible New Physics contribution:  

NP ?

Precise Standard Model prediction:
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φs = φM + 2φD
φM
SM = −2βs; φD

SM ≈ 0

VusVub
* +VcsVcb

* +VtsVtb
* = 0

The	Bs	Unitarity	Triangle	

φs = −55± 21( )mrad
HFLAV	

Hint	of	a	non-zero	value	- will	be	interesMng	with	full	Run	2	data	set	
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σ (φs)
current	 49	mrad	
23	c-1	 14	mrad	
50	c-1	

300	c-1	 4	mrad	

			 		 																																																																					

All	experiments	will	benefit	from	improved	decay	Mme	resoluMon	offered	by	
upgraded	tracking	detectors.	

Also	expand	current	measurements	using		
and	include	new	decay	modes	with	improved	calorimeter	performance	
e.g.																																										and		

ATLAS	4-9	mrad,	CMS		5.5	mrad	
for	tagging	power	of	1.5%	

Combined	sensitvity	~2mrad	

J ψK +K −, J ψπ +π −,ψ(2s)φ, Ds
+Ds

−

Bs → J ψ → e+e−( )φ Bs → J ψ ʹη , ʹη → ρ0,η + neutrals



Bs	CPV	phase	–	φs	
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βs

2035	
300	c-1	

		



Rare	B	Decays	
In	the	SM,	decays	involving	b→s	quark	transiMons	are	only	allowed	
via	loop	diagrams	(e.g.	penguin	diagrams).	
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Experimental overview of b → s l+l-  

Johannes Albrecht 

Strategies for indirect NP search 
!  Improve measurement precision of CKM elements 

— Compare measurements of same quantity,  
which may or may not be sensitive to NP 

— Extract all CKM angles and sides in many different ways 
•  any inconsistency will be a sign of New Physics 

!  Measure FCNC transitions, where New Physics is more likely to emerge, 
and compare to predictions 
— e.g. OPE expansion for b!s transitions: 

— New Physics may 
•  modify Ci

(’) short-distance Wilson coefficients  
•  add new long-distance operators Oi
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Rare decays in e↵ective field theory

⌅ E↵ective Hamiltonian for b ! s FCNC transition
He↵ = �4GFp
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i encode short-distance physics and possible NP

⌅ Oi local operators, O0
i helicity flipped, ms/mb suppressed
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•  b → s l+l- decays allow precise tests of Lorentz structure  
–  Sensitive to new phenomena via non-standard couplings 
–  Best described with effective field theory 
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C. Langenbruch (CERN), LC13 LHCb results on flavour physics

•  b → s l+l- decays allow precise tests of Lorentz structure  
–  Sensitive to new phenomena via non-standard couplings 
–  Best described with effective field theory 

5/33 

	See	e.g.	Buchalla	et	al,	
	Rev.	Mod.	Phys	68	(1996)	1125	



B	→	µ+µ-
Golden	very	rare	decay	
	
Many	models	(e.g.	SUSY)	can	modify	the	rate	substanMally.	
Now	observed	by	all	LHC	experiments	
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B Bs → µ+µ−( )SM = 3.66± 0.23( )×10−9

B Bd → µ+µ−( )SM = 1.06± 0.09( )×10−10
Bobeth	et	al.,	
PRL	112	(2014)	101801	

3.0± 0.6−0.2
+0.3( )×10−9

< 3.4×10−10
2.9−0.6

+0.7 ± 0.2( )×10−9
< 3.6×10−10

2.8−0.7
+0.8( )×10−9

< 2.1×10−10
B Bs → µ+µ−( )
B Bd → µ+µ−( )
Upper	limit	95%	c.l.	



B	→	µ+µ-
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•  Each	result	is	compaMble	with	the	SM.	

•  Bs→	µ+µ- 	BR	measurements	are	tending	
to	lie	below	SM	(2σ)	

•  Bd→	µ+µ- 	is	proving	elusive	

•  Full	Run	2	results	will	be	interesMng	

PRL	118	(2017)	191801	 JHEP	04	(2019)	098	

CMS	PAS	BPH-16-004	



B	→	µ+µ-
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σ(R) 

current	 90%	
23	c-1	 34%	
50	c-1	

300	c-1	 10%	
ATLAS/CMS	
~21%	

Prior	to	start	of	LHC,	B(Bs→µ+µ-	)	was	
one	of	the	great	hopes	for	discovery	of	
NP.	Unfortunately,	not	realised.	
Nonetheless,	very	powerful	in	
excluding	certain	classes	of	NP	models:	

GfiYer	group,	Hallet	et	al,	EPJC	78	(2018)	675	

R =
B Bd → µ+µ−( )
B Bs → µ+µ−( )

2 3 4 5 6
]-9) [10-µ +µ → s

0B(B
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

]
-9

) [
10

-
µ +

µ 
→ d0

B(
B

SM
σATLAS 1

σCMS 1
σLHCb 1

Fig. 47: B0
s ! µ+µ� and B0 ! µ+µ� branching ratios as computed using new sources of flavour-

changing neutral currents, as discussed in Ref. [1094]. The green points are the subset consistent with
other measurements. The black cross point is the SM prediction, while the coloured contours show the
expected 1-sigma HL-LHC sensitivites of ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb.

where ys = ⌧Bs
��s/2, and ��s = �

B
0

sL
� �

B
0

sH
. In the SM, Aµµ

�� = 1, with only the heavy mass

eigenstate decaying to µ+µ�. In BSM scenarios it can take any value between �1 and 1. LHCb has
performed the first measurement of the B0

s ! µ+µ� effective lifetime using a dataset of 4.4 fb�1, result-
ing in ⌧ e↵

µµ = 2.04 ± 0.44 ± 0.05 ps [15] (Fig. 43, right). The relative uncertainty on ⌧ e↵
µµ is expected to

decrease to approximately 8% with 23 fb�1 and 2% with 300 fb�1, being statistically limited.
The CMS sensitivity for a measurement of the B0

s ! µ+µ� effective lifetime is estimated using an
ensemble of pseudo-experiments generated with parameters reflecting the projected Phase-2 conditions.
The signal lifetime distribution for each pseudo-experiment is obtained using the sPlot technique [1095]
to separate out the background, and then fitted with a model consisting of an exponential function,
convolved with a Gaussian function that describes the expected decay time resolution, and multiplied by
an efficiency function that accounts for reconstruction effects. The outcome of such a pseudo-experiment
is shown in Fig. 48. The effective lifetime is expected to be measured with a statistical precision of 3%
at 3000 fb�1.

While the current experimental uncertainty is larger than for ⌧
B

0

sH
�⌧

B
0

sL
, a 2�3% uncertainty on

⌧ e↵
µµ would allow to set stringent constraints on Aµµ

�� and in particular would allow to break the degeneracy
between any possible contribution from new scalar and pseudoscalar mediators.

Assuming a tagging power of about 3.7% [10], a dataset of 300 fb�1 allows LHCb to reconstruct
a pure sample of more than 100 flavour-tagged B0

s ! µ+µ� decays (effective yield) and measure their
time-dependent CP asymmetry. From the relation

�(B0
s (t) ! µ+µ�) � �(B̄0

s ! µ+µ�)

�(B0
s (t) ! µ+µ�) + �(B̄0

s ! µ+µ�)
=

Sµµ sin(�mst)

cosh(yst/⌧Bs
) + Aµµ

�� sinh(yst/⌧Bs
)
, (100)

where t is the signal proper time and �ms is the mass difference of the heavy and light B0
s mass eigen-

states, Sµµ can be measured with an uncertainty of about 0.2. The signal yield expected in a 23 fb�1

dataset, on the other hand, is too low to allow a meaningful constraint to be set on Sµµ. A nonzero value
for Sµµ would automatically indicate evidence of CP -violating phases beyond the SM.

133

LHCb	2017		
68%	c.l.	

FCNC	NP	models	
consistent	with	
other	
measurements	



Electroweak	penguins	
Electroweak	penguin	b→s,dℓ+ℓ-	decays	offer	many	observables	to	
probe	for	NP	effects	e.g.	differenMal	cross-secMons		
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Branching fraction

Branching ratios consistently 
below the SM predictions at 
low q2 = [m(l+l−)]2

Is still present a considerable 
SM prediction uncertainty

RUN1 dataset:
Lint = 3fb-1 at 7-8 TeV

26/08/2019 JACOPO PINZINO 8

Branching fraction

Branching ratios consistently 
below the SM predictions at 
low q2 = [m(l+l−)]2

Is still present a considerable 
SM prediction uncertainty

RUN1 dataset:
Lint = 3fb-1 at 7-8 TeV

Data	(note	all	dimuon)	lie	below	predicMon	at	low	q2	in	every	case.	
TheoreMcal	uncertainMes	dominated	by	knowledge	of	B	to	light	meson	
form	factors.	



7.3.4 Branching fractions and angular observables in b ! d`+`� transitions

The Upgrade II data set will provide a unique opportunity to make precise measurements of
b ! d`+`� processes. Using the Run 1 and 2 data sets, LHCb data have been used to observe
the decays B+ ! ⇡+µ+µ� [341, 342] and ⇤0

b ! p⇡�µ+µ� [343] and find evidence for the decays
B0 ! ⇡+⇡�µ+µ� (in a ⇡+⇡� mass region that is expected to be dominated by B0 ! ⇢0µ+µ�)
and B0

s ! K⇤0µ+µ� [344] with branching fractions at the O(10�8) level. The existing data
samples comprise O(10) decays in these decay modes. The Upgrade II will provide samples of
thousands, or tens of thousands of such decays. The ability to measure the properties of these
processes depends heavily on the PID performance of the LHCb subdetectors. In the case of the
B0

s ! K⇤0µ+µ� decay, excellent mass resolution is also critical to separate B0
s and B0 decays.

The ratio of branching fractions between the CKM-suppressed b ! d`+`� transitions and
their CKM-favoured b ! s`+`� counterparts, together with theoretical input on the ratio of
the relevant form factors, enables the ratio of CKM elements |Vtd|/|Vts| to be determined. The
precision on |Vtd|/|Vts| from such decays is presently dominated by the statistical uncertainty
on the experimental measurements of B+ ! ⇡+µ+µ�, and is significantly worse than the
determination from mixing measurements. The theoretical uncertainty is at the level of 4% and
is expected to improve with further progress on the form-factors from lattice QCD. Around
17 000 B+ ! ⇡+µ+µ� decays are expected in the full 300 fb�1 dataset, allowing an experimental
precision better than 2%.

The current set of measurements of b ! s`+`� processes have demonstrated the importance of
angular measurements in the precision determination of Wilson coe�cients. With the Upgrade II
dataset, where a sample of 4300 B0

s ! K⇤0µ+µ� decays is expected, it will be possible to make
a full angular analysis of a b ! d`+`� transition. The B0

s ! K⇤0µ+µ� decay is both self-tagging
and has a final state involving only charged particles. The Upgrade II data set will allow
the angular observables in this decay to be measured with better precision than the existing
measurements of the B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� angular distribution.

The Upgrade II dataset will also give substantial numbers of B0,+ ! ⇢0,+µ+µ� and
⇤0

b ! Nµ+µ� decays. Although the B0 ! ⇢0µ+µ� decay does not give the flavour of the
initial B meson, untagged measurements will give sensitivity to a subset of the interesting
angular observables. Analysis of the ⇤0

b ! Nµ+µ� decay will require statistical separation of
overlapping N ! p⇡� resonances with di↵erent JP by performing an amplitude analysis of the
final-state particles.

The combination of information from B(B0 ! µ+µ�), the di↵erential branching fraction of
the B+ ! ⇡+µ+µ� decay, and angular measurements, notably of B0

s ! K⇤0µ+µ�, will indicate
whether NP e↵ects are present in b ! d transitions at the level of 20% of the SM amplitude
with more than 5� significance.

7.3.5 Lepton-flavour universality tests

In the SM, the electroweak couplings of leptons are flavour independent, or lepton “universal”.
The ratios of branching fractions measured with di↵erent lepton families are therefore free from
hadronic corrections and such quantities can be precisely predicted. For example, the ratios

RX =

Z
d�(B! Xµ+µ�)

dq2
dq2

, Z
d�(B! Xe+e�)

dq2
dq2 , (7.5)

between B decays to final states with muons and electrons, where X is a hadron containing a s
or a d quark, are predicted to be very close to unity in the SM [345–347]. The uncertainties
from QED corrections are found to be at the percent level [348].

The Run 1 LHCb data have been used to perform the most precise measurements of RK

and RK⇤ to-date [274, 275] (see Fig. 7.5). The measurements show some tension with the

76

Electroweak	penguins	
Lepton	universality	tests	have	negligible	theory	uncertainty.	
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Lepton Flavor Universality in µ/e ratio
Only RUN1 dataset: Lint = 3fb-1 at 7-8 TeV

Any statistically significant deviation from 1 is a 
sign of New Physics

B+ → K ++ℓ+ℓ− Bd → K *0ℓ+ℓ−

Data	lower	than	predicMon	at	low	q2	by	2.5σ for	each	decay	mode.	
Precision	only	limited	by	staMsMcs	(electron	samples).	
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Angular analyses

P’5 is an angular coefficient with reduced 
sensitivity to hadronic form factors 
[JHEP 1204 (2012) 104 ; JHEP 12 (2014) 125]

LHCb finds a 3.4 sigma deviation from the 
SM

𝐵0 → 𝐾 ∗ 0𝜇+𝜇−

Electroweak	penguins	
Angular	distribuMons	described	in	terms	of	3	final	state	angles,	q2	
and	8	coefficients.	
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Data	higher	than	predicMon	by	nearly	4σ, CMS	more	SM-like.	
Belle	result	for	µµ	and	ee,	with	µµ	higher.	

Reformalism	of	coefficients	to	
P5’	etc	reduces	form	factor	(ie	
QCD)	uncertainMes.	
	
	
Predicted	by	SM	&	general	NP	
rather	well.	

Descotes-Genon	et	al,	JHEP	01	(2013)	048.	
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Figure 2: Likelihood contours from NCLFU observables (RK(⇤) and DP 0
4,5

), b ! sµµ observ-

ables, and the global fit in the plane of a lepton flavour universal contribution to Cuniv.
9

⌘ Cbs``
9

, 8`, and a muon specific contribution to the linear combination C
9

= �C
10

(see text for details). Solid (dashed) contours include (exclude) the Moriond-2019
results for RK and RK⇤ .

The best fit values in this scenario are Cuniv.
9

= �0.49 and �Cbsµµ
9

= �0.44 with a
p

��2 = 6.8
that corresponds to a pull of 6.5�. The updated values of RK(⇤) favour a non zero lepton flavour
universal contribution to C

9

in this scenario.
In the following Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we will discuss how such a lepton-flavour universal

NP e↵ect in C
9

can arise from RG e↵ects.

3.2. The global picture in the SMEFT

We next discuss the interpretation of the above results within the SMEFT. In contrast to the
discussion in WET at the b-quark scale, more Wilson coe�cients become relevant in SMEFT
due to RG mixing above [71–73] and below [74,75] the EW scale. Due to the pattern of Wilson
coe�cients preferred by the global fit, we focus on SMEFT Wilson coe�cients that either
contribute to the semimuonic Wilson coe�cients in the form Cbsµµ

9

= �Cbsµµ
10

or induce a LFU
e↵ect in Cbs``

9

. Our notation in the following will be such that ` refers to leptons below the
EW scale and l to the lepton doublets above the EW scale. Furthermore, we will work in a
basis where generation indices for RH quarks are taken to coincide with the mass basis [76],
which can be done without loss of generality.

The direct matching contributions to C
9,10 at the EW scale are well known [77,78],

2N Cbs`i`i
9

= [Cqe]23ii + [C(1)

lq ]ii23 + [C(3)

lq ]ii23 � ⇣cZ , (18)

2N Cbs`i`i
10

= [Cqe]23ii � [C(1)

lq ]ii23 � [C(3)

lq ]ii23 + cZ , (19)

9

Current	status	of	fits	to	FCNC	data	
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SM	
Lepton	Universality	
ViolaMng	observables	

Lepton	Universality	
Conserving	observables	

All	observables	

DoYed	lines	refer	
to	fits	with	earlier	
results	
	

Aebischer,	Straub	et	al;	arXiv:1903.10434	FCNC	data	give	a	consistent	
picture.	

Best	fit	is	inconsistent	with	SM	
by	more	than	5σ!...

…assuming	no	further	
uncertainMes	on	SM	
predicMons.	

One	example	of	good	fit	allows	
for	NP	in	muons	with	opposite	
sign	C9	and	C10	and	a	modest	
lepton	universal	shiy	in	C9.	



Popular	NP	explanaMons	
	

•  Flavour-changing	Z’	
e.g.	Altmannshofer	&	Straub	EPJC	73	(2013)	2646	
								Gauld,	Goertz	&	Haisch	PRD	89	(2014)	015005	
								Altmannshofer	&	Straub	EPJC	75	(2015)	382	
								Crivellin	et	al,	PRD	92	(2015)	054013	

Contribute	only	to	O9	operator	

•  Leptoquarks	
e.g.	Hiller	&	Schmaitz	PRD	90	(2014)	054014	
								Alonson	et	al,	arXivL1505.05164	
								Fajfer	&	Ksnik	PLB	755	(2016)	270	

Contributes	equally	to	O9	(vector)	and	O10	(pseudo-vector)	

These	may	be	within	reach	of	direct	detecMon	at	ATLAS	&	CMS	
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Lepton Flavour Violation

● e.g. B+→K+e+µ-

●

Conclusions

246 GeV. According to such an assumption of heavy NP, the amplitudes describing a flavour changing
transition of a fermion  i to a fermion  j can be cast into the following general form

A( i !  j + X) = A0

✓
cSM

v2 +
cNP

⇤2

◆
. (1)

Since in many cases cSM ⌧ 1, NP effects can have a large impact even if ⇤ � v. For instance, in the
quark sector the reason that often cSM ⌧ 1 stems from the facts that:

(i) cSM can be proportional to small entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and/or
to small SM Yukawa couplings;

(ii) cSM may include a loop factor 1/(16⇡2), if the corresponding transition is forbidden at tree level,
as is the case for flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC) transitions or meson-antimeson mixing
transitions.

As a result, these low-energy processes can probe indirectly, via quantum effects, scales of order v/
p

cSM.
These can easily exceed those directly reachable via production of on-shell states in current and planned
accelerators. As an explicit example, in the case of B – B̄ mixing, p

cSM ⇠ |Vtd|/(4⇡) ⇠ 10�3, hence
this observable can probe NP scales up to 103 TeV in models with cNP ⇠ 1.

The precise values of the NP scale probed at present vary over a wide range, depending on the
specific observable and the specific NP model (cNP can span a large range, too). However, the form of
Eq. (1) does allow us to predict how the bounds will improve with increasing datasets. For the observ-
ables that are SM dominated, are already observed, and whose uncertainties are dominated by statistics,
the corresponding bound on ⇤ scales as N1/4, where N is the relative increase in the number of events.
The same scaling occurs for forbidden or highly suppressed SM processes, i.e., in the limit cSM ⌧ cNP,
if the search is not background dominated. Thus, with two orders of magnitude increase in statistics
one can probe scales roughly 3 times higher than at present. This is well above the increase in NP scale
probed in on-shell heavy particle searches at high-pT that can be achieved at fixed collider energy by a
similar increase in statistics.

While theoretical uncertainties are often important, there are enough measurements which are
known not to be limited by theoretical uncertainties. Improved experimental results will therefore di-
rectly translate to better NP sensitivity. There are also several cases of observables sensitive to NP where
the theoretical uncertainties are mainly of parametric nature (e.g., our ability to precisely compute cSM

is dominated by the knowledge of CKM elements, quark masses, etc.). For such cases, we can expect
significant increase in precision with higher statistics thanks to the improvement in the reduction of para-
metric uncertainties. This also highlights the importance of a broad flavour physics programme where
the focus is not only on rare or CP violating processes “most likely” affected by NP but also on core SM
measurements which help to reduce the theoretical uncertainties.

1.1.3 Current anomalies and historical comments
Due to the generic sensitivity to high scales, flavour physics has historically played a major role in
developing and understanding the Standard Model. Flavour physics measurements signalled the presence
of “new” particles well before these were directly observed (this was the case for charm and top quarks
from KL ! µ+µ� decays and K-meson mixing, and from B-meson mixing, respectively). With the
completion of the SM, and the increasingly precise tests that the SM predictions have successfully passed,
one may draw the naive conclusion that the discovery potential of precision experiments has declined in
the last decades. However, the opposite is true. First of all, a qualitative change in our understanding
has been achieved during that time. Before the asymmetric B factory experiments, BaBar and Belle, it
was not known whether the SM accounted for the dominant or just a small part of CP violation observed
in kaon mixing. We now know that the bulk of it is due to the SM Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism.
However, even after decades of progress, for most FCNC amplitudes the NP is still allowed to contribute
at ⇠ 20% of the SM contribution.

11

CSM ≈VtbVts
* Λ2

CNP

~ 35 TeV( )2



Future	Rare	B	decays	
ExtrapolaMon	of	global	fits	to	the	LHC	data	ayer	HL-LHC	phase.	
Includes	B(Bs→µ+µ-	)	and	angular	distribuMons	of	Bd→K*0µ+µ- 	at	low	
q2	(P5’	etc).	
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Other	observables/measurements:	
•  B(Bd→µ+µ-	)	

•  BRs	&	angular	distribuMons	with	
di-electron	channels	

•  LU	tests	with	more	decays	modes	
e.g.	Λb→pKℓ+ℓ-, Bs→φℓ+ℓ-	

•  Results	from	LHCb,	ATLAS,	CMS	&	
Belle	II		

	
Direct	searches	for	LFV	decays		



Summary	
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Table 10.1: Summary of prospects for future measurements of selected flavour observables for LHCb, Belle II and Phase-II ATLAS and CMS. The projected
LHCb sensitivities take no account of potential detector improvements, apart from in the trigger. The Belle-II sensitivities are taken from Ref. [608].

Observable Current LHCb LHCb 2025 Belle II Upgrade II ATLAS & CMS
EW Penguins
RK (1 < q2 < 6 GeV2c4) 0.1 [274] 0.025 0.036 0.007 –
RK⇤ (1 < q2 < 6 GeV2c4) 0.1 [275] 0.031 0.032 0.008 –
R�, RpK , R⇡ – 0.08, 0.06, 0.18 – 0.02, 0.02, 0.05 –

CKM tests
�, with B0

s ! D+
s K� (+17

�22)
� [136] 4� – 1� –

�, all modes (+5.0
�5.8)

� [167] 1.5� 1.5� 0.35� –
sin 2�, with B0 ! J/ K0

S 0.04 [609] 0.011 0.005 0.003 –
�s, with B0

s ! J/ � 49 mrad [44] 14 mrad – 4 mrad 22 mrad [610]
�s, with B0

s ! D+
s D�

s 170 mrad [49] 35 mrad – 9 mrad –
�ss̄s

s , with B0
s ! �� 154 mrad [94] 39 mrad – 11 mrad Under study [611]

as
sl 33 ⇥ 10�4 [211] 10 ⇥ 10�4 – 3 ⇥ 10�4 –

|Vub|/|Vcb| 6% [201] 3% 1% 1% –

B0
s ,B

0!µ+µ�

B(B0 ! µ+µ�)/B(B0
s ! µ+µ�) 90% [264] 34% – 10% 21% [612]

⌧B0
s!µ+µ� 22% [264] 8% – 2% –

Sµµ – – – 0.2 –

b ! c`�⌫̄l LUV studies
R(D⇤) 0.026 [215,217] 0.0072 0.005 0.002 –
R(J/ ) 0.24 [220] 0.071 – 0.02 –

Charm
�ACP (KK � ⇡⇡) 8.5 ⇥ 10�4 [613] 1.7 ⇥ 10�4 5.4 ⇥ 10�4 3.0 ⇥ 10�5 –
A� (⇡ x sin�) 2.8 ⇥ 10�4 [240] 4.3 ⇥ 10�5 3.5 ⇥ 10�4 1.0 ⇥ 10�5 –
x sin� from D0 ! K+⇡� 13 ⇥ 10�4 [228] 3.2 ⇥ 10�4 4.6 ⇥ 10�4 8.0 ⇥ 10�5 –
x sin� from multibody decays – (K3⇡) 4.0 ⇥ 10�5 (K0

S⇡⇡) 1.2 ⇥ 10�4 (K3⇡) 8.0 ⇥ 10�6 –
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Future	look	taken	from		
CERN-LHCC-2018-027	(“Physics	case	for	an	LHCb	Upgrade	II”)	
CERN-LPCC-2018-06				(“OpportuniMes	in	Flavour	Physics	at	the	HL-LHC	and	HE-LHC”)	
		



What	do	the	next	10	years	have	in	store?	
Heavy	flavour	physics	is	moving	rapidly	to	the	next	era	with	the	advent	of	
Belle	II,	the	LHCb	upgrade(s),	ATLAS	&	CMS	upgrades	and	the	HL-LHC.	

Specific	consideraMons:	
•  important	phenomena	are	sMll	to	be	observed	(e.g.	mixing-induced	CPV	in	Bs	

system,	mixing	related	CPV	in	charm,	Bd→μμ	etc.);		

•  many	important	new	measurements	will	be	made	(e.g.	electroweak	penguins	
with	b→dℓ+ℓ-	decays,	or	precise	study	of	P5’	with	Bd→K*e+e-);		

•  a	very	large	number	of	observables	are	theore*cally	clean	&/or	sta*s*cs	
limited,	so	higher	precision	is	strongly	moMvated	(e.g.	sin2β,	γ,	φs,	RK,	RK*,	
B(Bd→μμ)/B(Bs→μμ)	etc);		

•  a	rich	field	where	surprises	are	guaranteed	(e.g.	no	one	was	expecMng	charm	
mixing,	direct	charm	CPV,	the	X(3872),	pentaquarks...)….		

Flavour	physics	probes	higher	mass	scales	than	direct	searches,	and	may	
reveal	the	NP	needed	to	explain	the	mysteries	of	the	SM	(&	cosmos).	
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CP	violaMon	in	mixing	asymmetries

aq
sl =

�(B0
q ! f) � �(B0

q ! f̄)

�(B0
q ! f) + �(B0

q ! f̄)
⇡

��q

�Mq
tan�q

12, (17)

where f is a flavour-specific final state that is only accessible through the decay of the B0
q state. Mixing

is required to mediate the transition B0
q ! B0

q ! f , and its conjugate. Semileptonic decays of the type
B0

q ! D�
q µ+⌫µX are well suited because (i) they are immune to any unknown CP violation in decay

and (ii) they have large branching ratios.
Including the effect of an unknown production asymmetry, ap, the time-dependent untagged asym-

metry is defined as:

Aq
sl(t) ⌘ N � N̄

N + N̄
=

aq
sl

2
�


ap +

aq
sl

2

�
·


cos �Mqt

cosh ��qt/2

�
, (18)

where N and N̄ denote the number of observed decays to f and f̄ final states, respectively. A decay-
time-dependent fit can disentangle the B0

d � B̄0
d production asymmetry from ad

sl [120]. In the B0
s case

the time integrated asymmetry is employed [13]. Owing to the large value of �ms the term containing
ap is suppressed to a calculable correction of a few ⇥10�4, after integrating over decay time. These
approaches have been applied in the measurements with the Run 2 dataset that are listed in Table 5,
giving the world’s best single measurements. These measurements are far from any uncertainty floor in
the SM predictions, and are sensitive to anomalous NP contributions to �q

12 and M q
12. The difference

�d � �s further probes NP in penguin coefficients [121].
The following briefly reviews the dominant sources of uncertainty on the current LHCb measure-

ments, and considers strategies to fully exploit the potential of the LHCb Upgrade II. All uncertainties
are as evaluated on aq

sl (i.e., all sources of raw asymmetry, and their uncertainties, are scaled by a factor
of two as expected from Eq. 18).
Statistical precision: The statistical uncertainty on as

sl straightforwardly extrapolates to 2.1 ⇥ 10�4. In
the case of ad

sl it should be noted that stringent fiducial cuts and weights were imposed on the
signal sample to control certain tracking asymmetries that were not well known at the time. By
the time of the subsequent as

sl measurement, a new method with J/ ! µ+µ� decays had been
developed, and others are in the pipeline. A further factor of two increase in yields is therefore
assumed, which extrapolates to an uncertainty of 1.1 ⇥ 10�4.

Detection asymmetries: The single largest contributor is the K�⇡+ asymmetry in ad
sl. This asymmetry

was determined with a single method using D+ decays to the K�⇡+⇡+ and K0
S

⇡+ final states,
with a precision of around 2.0 ⇥ 10�3 [120]. Thanks to trigger improvements, a factor of two
increase in the effective yield of the most limiting K0

S

⇡+ final state [122, 123] can be anticipated.
This will extrapolate to an uncertainty of 1.1⇥10�4. Improvements in the reconstruction of down-
stream tracks in the earliest stage of the software trigger may also allow us to exploit K0

S

⇡+ final
states with K0

S

decays downstream of the LHCb vertex detector (VELO). Further methods have
since been proposed using partially reconstructed D⇤+ decays and D0 ! K�K+ decays. The
partial reconstruction method will be greatly improved by the reduction of material before the first
VELO measurement point. The systematic uncertainties in these approaches will be controlled by
using ultra high statistics fast simulations to track the kinematic dependencies in the asymmetries.
The target uncertainty is 1.0 ⇥ 10�4, including systematic uncertainties. The equivalent K+K�

asymmetry in the as
sl measurement will be smaller and more precisely controlled. The µ+⇡�

asymmetry will be controlled by a combination of J/ ! µ+µ� decays, partially reconstructed
D⇤+ decays, D0 ! h�h+ decays, and high statistics fast simulations.

Background asymmetries: These measurements are challenging because the B0
q ! D�

q µ+⌫µX final
states can be fed by the decays of other b hadron species. This dilutes the relation between the

38

σ (assl) /σ (adsl)
(x104)

current	 33/36	

23	c-1	 10/8	

50	c-1	

300	c-1	 3/2	



B	→	µ+µ-
Golden	very	rare	decay	
	
Many	models	(e.g.	SUSY)	can	modify	the	rate	substanMally.	
Now	observed	by	all	LHC	experiments	
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B Bs → µ+µ−( )SM = 3.66± 0.23( )×10−9

B Bd → µ+µ−( )SM = 1.06± 0.09( )×10−10
Bobeth	et	al.,	
PRL	112	(2014)	101801	

B Bs → µ+µ−( ) = 3.0± 0.6−0.2
+0.3( )×10−9

B Bd → µ+µ−( ) < 3.4×10−10
τ eff = 2.04± 0.44± 0.5 ps

B Bs → µ+µ−( ) = 2.9−0.6
+0.7 ± 0.2( )×10−9

B Bd → µ+µ−( ) < 3.6×10−10
τ eff Bs → µ+µ−( ) =1.70−0.44+0.61 ps


